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The way forward: Roadmap and future actions.
1. Actions at ITUC-Africa’s level
I. Dissemination of documents on Internet (ITUC-Africa web site)

II. Production of research handbooks

III. Publication of 2 or 3 bulletins

IV. Development of methodological research notes or documents

V. Technical coordination of the networks

VI. Evaluation of research reports
2. Actions at trade unions’ level
I. Strengthening the institutional framework (at country level and networks)

II. Practical researches

III. Dissemination of research results

IV. Real participation to the national dialogue on questions of economic and social policy
3. Future research orientations
• Three essential fields:

→ Research on regional integration and trade issues

→ Research on alternatives to neoliberalism

→ Research on employment, decent work, workers’ conditions (access to social services, purchasing power) and poverty reduction